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ABSTRACT

Article History:

The Holy Koran is a very well known book that says to all muslims and even non
non-muslims to know
about existence of the other world after this world we are living in. And that , light as the right surely
dominants on default exhibiting
exhibiting as a darkness. This well known as the most useful one learn live
way for people and cause to know them applied methods to acts well in true and correct forms
appropriate to reach to real good vital marks. In the Holy Koran there are ugly acts; to select the best
things equip themselves to be victory in life. If we think about it deeply, we do find a good and
harmless way with facilities to live better. In this paper following a one year research in the Koran,
some of these signs will be analyzed to
to show the optimum way for living.
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INTRODUCTION
In the Koran and sayings by Imams and prophets (peace by
upon them) it is said to muslims and, all of people living on
the earth that we should obey the One God and must do his
commands, why it is the best way to be safe and live better on
an optimized pattern as famous men and women
wo
like prophets
and Imams and so their families had done for reaching a good
final results. Acting on the commands as the signs in the
Koran will result in being successful and will concluded to
live in the heaven after death. The Holy Koran includes
goodness
dness and district between it and its opposite, default.
However, some one who act on the commands brought in this
book, will be near to go to paradise and will be profets and
Imams friends. In fact, the excellent men and women as
successful people who apply
pply the Koran commands as the One
God’s sayings to muslims, follow the best applied way and
method to be in high level of successfully and victory in life.
So reading, thinking, knowing and acting these commands in
the Holy Koran are duties of each muslims
ims and who want live
on the best and most complete pattern.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We know that applied instruments to live better and get away
from un for tune are commands and saying in the Holy Koran.
What Imams and the profets have saids to their fines are
resulted from the Koran. Muhammad (peace be upon him)
said when he was died: I live two valuable things between
you; the Holy Koran (my Book) and my family. As we know ,
the profet family are intermediators for the One God nice; if
we like and follow them, we will be successful in life and the
One God likes us; so we will go to the he aven after death.
Here, there are many sayings and commands for people to find
the best way to live better such as in :
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Paying attention to same of signs in the above surre of the
Koran, we find out that only all of muslims and even faith
persons are wanted to know commands, act them and learn
good applied
pplied and useful results to others.
Therefore the Koran learn things to all of people and human.
In this useful and applied research, I have discussed some
aspects mentioned in the Holy Koran containing the following
items, particularly:
1) The Koran commands subject
2) Considering the Koran commands and sayings
3) The Koran concepts about Muhammad (peace be
upon him)
4) Getting the results of the Koran and its fundamentals

DISCUSSION
The researcher of this work analyzing the interpretation of
some parts of the Holy Koran and considering applied signs in
them have obtaind some applied safe method for a muslim to
follow and reach to good tesults well – our main purpose in
this world living
ng in, is successfully in our acts and would be
acceptable to the One God. However we could obey the
Muhammad (peace be upon him) method of life and could pay
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attention to others and their needs, we have been successful in
our lives-By acting on the applied Islamic true and correct
pattern of behavior and operation, we can reach to this main
result.
Only by reading the Koran or studying its translation, we
couldn’t understand reality of the commands said in the Holy
Koran. The One God has created the Book as the received
letters by Muhammad (peace be upon him) to know people,
particularly muslims the best way of living and finally, going
to heaven after death. We should be accurate reading its
interpretation and think about its concepts to find solutions of
problems.

We should do some acts and should get away frome some
others; this criteria will be appointed on right of human future
in result of acting on the patter learnt in the Holy Koran. The
best and most complete book for men and women to get the
best applied results to obtain successfully in acts is the Holy
Koran. The One God has created this valuable book to learn
people and human, about a complete and good pattern of
living.
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